
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL LEBENSTIL 

DEUTSCHER LEBENSTIL UND DEUTSCHE KUL TUR 
{German Lifestyle and Culture) 

7 Things the Covid-19 crisis has taught us about Germany 
Yes, you heard that right. 

But arguably German authorities brought this on themselves. The Robert 

Koch Institute removed th~ 'risk' area status for Mallorca in March due to 

low Covid numbers. 

Due to Germany not having a travel ban in place Oust a warning) it paved 

the way for around 40,000 people to book a flight to the island for a sun

soaked holiday, while hotels were closed at home. 

If ever there was proof that Mallorca really is Germany's 17th state ... 

German communication isn't really that direct 

A stereotype we hear often is that Germans are direct - they don't mess 

around and will tell you like it is. Of course this varies among individuals 

but generally is true - at least compared to the culture in the likes of the 

UK and the US where people often beat around the bush. 

But when it comes to communication from the government? I'd argue 

that Germany has kept it vague or difficult to understand, at least during 

the second and third wave. 

Back in March 2020 during the first wave, there was concern as shops, 

gyms, bars and restaurants closed. But Merkel made a prime time TV 

appearance to tell German residents in no uncertain terms to stay at 

home, underlining how serious the situation was. 

The message got through. Germany managed to get infection numbers 

down and was lauded across th~ vv.QI]d for its track, test and trace 

sv~te_m. 

In the second wave the problems really began. A "lockdown light" that 

came too late in November was meant to last four weeks. What followed 

was more than six months of shutdown and various measures. 

Instead of clear communication to people in Germany, the political 

struggles between the federal government and states seemed to take 

centre stage. There was no prominent 'stay at home' message. 

Merkel and state leaders instead clashed over and over again during 

Covid talks. It seemed that no one could actually decide on the best 

course for Germany. 

At times, the patchwork of rules across the country resulted in much 

confusion and some people had no idea what the latest Covid 

restrictions were. 

Who could forget the '15km rule' they brought in to try and stop people 

from travelling from home. But the rules around it and how it worked 

from district to district were so difficult to understand that it was 

basically rendered useless. 

This is a country that's very big on freedom 

The restrictions placed on many people in the world due to the pandemic 

have limited freedoms, causing major stress. 

In Germany, these curbs on freedom have continually resulted in people 

challenging authorities. Courts in Germany have been asked to make key 

decisions on the fundamental rights and freedoms of citizens. 

These legal challenges to lockdown rules have occasionally been 

successful. 

For example last October, a Berlin court ruled in favour of a group of 

hospitality business owners to overturn the closing of bars and 

restaurants in the city between 11 pm and 6pm. At the time, the court 

argued that the restrictions were a "disproportionate encroachment on 

the freedom" of the hospitality industry. 

Berlin streets were quiet during the recent curfew. 

There were also recent challenges to night time curfews in Germany t 
hf CvlSlltUIIQnal cout1.._saI , urfews nad a "legit1n- JI~ purp_c-,;e· 

The lesson? If you're going to limit freedoms in Germany, expect to fight 

for it in court. This, of course, goes a long way to partly explain why the 

government and states have tiptoed around putting in tougher 

restrictions. 

And let's not forget the regular anti-coronavirus measures protests in 

Germany that attract thousands of people. 


